Royal Enfield Classic 350

The Royal Enfield Classic is back in a bold new avatar. Build all-new from the ground up, the Classic 350 retains that legendary look, upright riding stance and pure British heritage. The telltale teardrop shaped fuel tank, casquette headlamp and distinct thump have been retained for good measure! Being all new, the highlight is the powerful single cylinder fuel injected, air-oil cooled petrol motor which churns out a solid 20.2 bhp of power and 27Nm of torque. Thanks to this new engine, the tell-tale vibrations that one associated with a Bullet are now gone. What you get is a refined machine that is an absolute joy to ride. It feels well balanced and getting the Royal Enfield Classic 350 up to three digit speeds is not a tall order. No doubt a Royal Enfield is on the wish list of every motorcycle enthusiast and this particular one can be yours from ₹ 1.7 lakh onwards.